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ow-Speed Flutter and Its Physical 
Interpretation 

M. A. BIOT* AND LEE ARNOLD 

B&w i7niversit.y and Aeronauficak Condtanf 

ABSTRACT I?,, Isa, etc. = real and imaginary parts of aerodynamic coef- 

The phenomenon of low-speed flutter of an oscillat.ing airfoil 
is investigated. The problem resolves itself into the study of two 
phenomena: that of zero air-speed classic flutter and that of an 
oscillating airfoil with no vortex shed. It is seen that 
both cases involve oscillation of the airfoil about a nodal line 
located three-quarters of the chord aft of the leading edge. 
,The study is based on the fundamental theory developed by 
Theodorsen. 

The relationship between the parameters required for zero- 
speed flutter for the general case is developed, and the physical 
interpretation of this phenomenon,is discussed. I\_ 

For the latt.er case, the solution of the equations of motion, 
based on noncirculatory flow, and the equations resulting from 
the Kutta condition result in a relationship between the inertia 
and elastic parameters for which the airfoil will flutter (i.e., main- 
tain oscillations at constant amplitude) for all air speeds. The 
physical interpretation and the mechanism of this phenomenon 
are discussed. 

Practical implications, such as the importance of nodal-line 
location and the effect of the physical parameters of the airfoil 
on nodal line location, are discussed. 

The possibility of a new approach to the Butter problem is sug- 
gested-that of employing the ground vibration modes of the 
an-plane to study the existence of a low flutter speed and as a de- 
sign guide to raise the flutter speed. 

Conclusions are also drawn iegarding the influence of aspect 
ratio and the relative importance of theoretical aerodynamic 
coeffkients against values of these quantities measured in the 
wind tunnel. 

NOTATION 

h = downward displacement of airfoil at elastic 
axis 

pitch of airfoil (nose upward) 
air speed 
flutter frequency (rad. per sec.) 
moment. of inertia of airfoil about elastic axis 
mass of airfoil 
static moment of airfoil about the elastic axis 
I, -‘i aph’(‘l8 + a*) = moment of inertia of 

g 

ficients, not including apparent mass effects 
= structural damping 

M UCII HAS BEEN DONE to improve the methods of 
flutter analysis during the last few years, but no 

tools have been devised which can be applied with reli- 
ance during the early stages of design. Various “tricks 
of the trade” are resorted to (such as the set rule of 
moving the center of gravity forward), but the re- 
minder that there have been exceptions to these rules 
compels one to search further for more reliable guides. 

With regard to flutter, the only controls the designer 
has are those that pertnitl to mass and elasticity distri- 
bution However, the two are interdependent and the 
influence of the change of one on the other and the 
joint effect on the flutter characteristics are too complex 
to allow for the determination of suitable design guides 
begotten from intuition alone. 

Ry examining the basic two-dimensional flutter 
theory of Theodorsen,’ one becomes aware of a feature 
of the aircraft which incorporates both the inertia and 
elastic characteristics. This feature, the so-called 
nodal-line locat,ion, is shown to be the primary factor 
in the occurrence of low-speed flutter. In fact, it is 
shown that for an idealized airfoil the location of the 
nodal line at the three-quarter chord results in a zero 

flutter speed. 

NODAL LINE 

If an external vibratory load is applied to the wing of 
an airplane on the ground, at each ,of certain frequencies 
of excitation masimum amplitudes of wing response 
would be induced. It would be seen that at each of 
these frequencies cl-cry point of the system would move 
in phase with every other point and that the motion of 
any section, say I3 of Fig. 1, would be essentially the ro- 
tation OT tllc section about a point that remains sta- 
tionary in space. The locus of these nodal points is 
the n~~l:~l lint, 

Lrt us e~amilif tile l)eh:ivic~r of one of these wing sec- 
tions (Fiq. 2:. \t*c, 3rsuxne that the section is free to 
05cillate in otil\. t\\‘o tlrgrees of fret:tlom. The first 
WSIN::II~~ con~lition 1~111 in\-olvc ‘oscillations about a 
n1)(1:11 point ;L Llrq, tlist:~ncc forward of the airfoil; the 
GC’L‘C br!~l will ii1\.111\.c o~c’ill;tti~~ns nbc~ut a nodal point on 



I 
ZERO AIR-SPEED FLUTTER 

Let us consider the effect of an air stream flowing 
over the airfoil of Fig. 2. At any air speed below the 
critical flutter speed, any small disturbance of the air- 
foil from its static equilibrium position will result in an 
oscillatory motion that will damp out with time. As 

lOd41 the flutter q~ced is approached, the rate of decay di- 

iG minishes until at the critical flutter speed there is no de- 
cay and the airfoil maintains a constant amplitude OS- 

B cillation. At this critical speed there is no exchange 
of energy between the mechanical system and the 

Nc. 1. Plan for~l of wiog antI rmlai line. stream. At any speed above that of flutter, the me- 
chanical system absorbs energy resulting in oscillations 
W~OSC amplitude builds up with time. 

Consider now the airfoil of Fig. 2 in still air. If we 
ncglcct the structural and air ‘friction, any displace- 
ment from equilibrium will result in constant amplitude 

However, this phenomenon will be a 
litniting case of flutter for only special distributions of 

lilt;. 2. IWlatlYl WCliOll of the \VillK:. mass and elasticity 0i the system. It will now be 
shown that the nccessnry ‘and sullicient condition for 
TC’TO air-speed Uuttcr is that the mass and elasticity of 

UT ilcar the airioll. lt is the lullrr l~)ilit tllat is illt- thr s!-stem be such as to result iu a node at the three- 
portant in 11~ ocwrrw~~‘c oi 10w-s1we~L wkg tlutter. cluartcr chorcl aft of ttie leading edge. 

_* _._ _ ----- 
_ -. 

- ,+ -_.. 

The equatiwis of motion of an &foil oscillating ill a uniform stream are’ 

--1,,(,~ - W,,S)(Y - U?S,.I~ = - 7rpb4,w2[(R,, + iId a + U&h + i1.J @lb)1 (1) 

-w$n - .i-(w’ - W,,S)/& = -~pb”w’Y(R,, + ilca)a + (Rcr + il,n)W)l (2) 

where wh and CJ,, are the natural frequencies of the system in still air, the former for pure bending and the latter for . 
pure torsion. ILL,, .$,, and .\I are the moment of inertia and static moment about the elastic axis, and mass, re- 
Vectively, all including ;kpporent mass contributions. In nondimensional form, Eqs. 61) and (2) become 

[- $; (I - $) + (R,,, + ;I~.,)] a + [- -$ + (Rat, + ,iI,,,)] i = o 

- ~$5 + (Kc,, + il,,) ]a+[--$--(l-;,)+(R,+&,)];=O (4 

The stability detenuinaut becomes 

where I,, e i I,,‘, etc. 

Separating into real and imaginary parts, 



The factor l/k of lG1. (7), put equal to zero combined The moment of the inertia forces about the three- 
with Eq. (G), is the condition for steady-state oscilla- quarter chord is 
tions at zero air speed but not the condition for flutter. 
It is the simultaneous vanishing of Eq. (6) and the sec- 

$411 = [I, + %(‘/, - a)%? + 2b(a - ‘/a)&]& (12) 

ond factor of Eq. (7) which gives the flutter solution. The aerodynamic moment about the three-quarter 
At zero air speed chord point when l/k = 0 is 

Ilk = R,,, = Rub = R,, = R<h = 0 .u, = - (3, ‘8) 7rpb’ 03) 

and We have the dynamical equation 

I I= (‘;2 - u)2, Iah’ = -(‘/2 + a) : .lf& + M* = M, on 

I ‘=3/ -_a Irht = I Cn ,I 1 

Substituting, Eqs. (6) and (7) become, 

For harmonic motion this equation becomes 

1, 1 ( I ?rpb4 
l- 

I- 
is then apparent. Unc should therefore investigate the 

sa 
/ variation of flutter speed wit11 no&d-line loratiwl as ale 

-- 
upb3 

-1 j of the parameters. This has been done for various 
combinations of parameter ~alucs. R’hcn the struc- 

I the flutter speed does Ilot 
i (’ ‘2 - ,/;I’ 

s,, . tural damping g is no? zero, 
-’ . vanish for a node location at the three-qu;trtcr chord; 

howcvvr, it reaches a minimum in the viviliity of that 

low tion. Tlic v:lri:lticm 0i flut tcr speed with nodal- 
line lora-tion is illustratcil in Vig. 4 ior two values of the 
structur4 damping. 

I upba 

and 

which is identical with Ey. (lo), the condition for zero- 

We see then that the condition for zero air-speecl 
flutter is that the nodal line is at the three-quarter 
chord, 

The importance of the nodal-line location in lluttcr 

(54 - l)b& + 5 rpb4 = 0 (lo) 

Thcrc is a case of occurrence of zero air-speed flutter 
in a t\~o-climensional airfoil for which flutter occurs 
also at all other speeds. This type of flutter is as- 

which is the equation governing the oscillating motion 
of an airfoil elastically restrained at the elastic axis but 
constrained by a node at the three-quarter chord point 
as shown in Fig. 3. 

The total restoring moment for the system of Fig. 3 
about the three-quarter chord is b---k----b 

FIG. 3. Mechanical and geometric paranleters. 



I:JG. 1. Nuttcr sped Wrsus tlodul line location (node location 
in chord lengths). 

sociated with the vanishing of the Grculntion about the 
airfoil. The aerodynamic force :mtl moment esperi- 
enced by an oscillating airfoil is made up of twd parts-- 

a noncirculatory anti a cirrul;itory.. If the latter, 
which also is ass~iatrd with the shcdtling of vorticity 
irom the trailing ctlg<* 0i the :kirfoil, is :~ssumrd to’ 
vatiisli, 111~~ cc~tt;~licu~s Ed ~tiot.iotl I~c~comc~ 

F I, LJ T T E K 

_I- = (IJifpb’) [l - (w,~/Cl9)] 

Y = (M/rpb*) [l - (wn’/o’)] 

Z = SJJlrpbS 

Eq. (20) becomes 
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Y[X + (l/P)] - [P + (l/P)] = 0 (22) 

while Eq. (21) becomes: 

(‘/2 - a)Y - 2 = 0 
(l/R)(l - Y) = 0 > 

(23) 

Eqs. (33) are identically satisfied for all values of l/k if 

I’= 1 
(l/2) - a > 

Substituting Eq. (2-I) into the determinant, Eq. (20), 

s = (‘/* - a)” (25) 

as the condition f& flutter. Since Eq. (25) is inde- 

pcntknt of l/k, it is seeu that this type 6f instability 
will persist at all air speeds--i.e., flutter will occur at 
any speed from 0 to co. 

From Eq. (I!)) it is seen that, when l/k = 0 (I/ = 0), 

Il. b -I- L . 1 ‘,) - ,llrv = n 

ir:‘U + hw,*;Q i- s .a 1- “S&v’ 
.,_ . 

- which is the condition that the nodal point be at the 

For harmonic motion, in nondimensional form, 
three-quarter chord. A further examination of the 

Eqs. (14) and (15) become 
Kutta condition, Eq. (lS), reveals that themotion of the 

airfoil during this vortcxlcss flutter is one of sinusoidal 
gliding at the three-quarter chord point as portrayed in 

.Fig. 5. 

.1/r * 

( )( >I 

\Ve have then the following conditions for vortexless 

’ ti b 
= 0 (I(i) flutter: 

(i) 

07) 

Since there is no circulutiun itbout the airfoil, the 

(ii) 

E c 1 
Kutta condition becomes 

I’u + I1 + O(‘,/? - a)Lu = 0 

III nondimensional form 

[ 
(‘/2-u) - i f a+ [l]! =O 

( )I 
From Eqs. (16) and (17), 

+ t-y + U/WI 
rz - i(W)1 

rz + i( i = () 

1’ ! 

and from Eqs. (17) and (l!j) 

where 

(iii) 

(is) 
Node at three-quarter chord (iv) 

However, conditions (iv) and (iii) imply Eqs. (i) and 

t](3) (ii); tl lerefore, the necessary and sufikient conditions 
for vortex-free flutterare, from Eqs. (iii) and (iv), that 

FIG. 5. Motion of the wing in vortex-free flutter, 
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the node is at the three-quarter chord point and that 
the static moment about the elastic axis is a small value 
determined by 

s, = ‘/2?rpb3 (27) 

The frequency of flutter w is independent of the veloc- 
ity, and the frequency ratio w,,,/w, is near unity. There. 
fore, when, in addition to a three-quarter chord loca- 
tion of the nodal line, the frequency ratio is near unity, 
the flutter speed will be extrcmcly scnsitivc to changes 
in the frequency ratio. 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

We must realize that a wing may be assumed to bc 
composed of a continuous distribution of two-dimen- 
sional sections of the type wc have bcrn tlcscribing. 
Each of these sections woul~l 11avc its own Huttcr char- 
acteristics if it were sc~j);ir;kti*~l frcjrll 111c rt5t of the* wing 
atid pkUX!d ill ;l ~W~J-~~~lil~llS~l~ll~~~ ShkLill. For ~x~u~ipl~, 
section A of Fig. 1, whose nodal line is at -10 per cent 
of the chord, would have a high flutter speed, but sec- 
tion B, whose nodal line is close to the three-quarter 
chord, would have a low flutter spud. ;1t ;L given speed, 
section A would be cli.ssilxtLillg viwrh? to tlw slrwm, 
while section I3 would lx absorbing energy from the 
stream. At the air speed at which the :unouut of en- 

pendent of aspect ratio. It is to be expected that cer. 
tain types of flutter occur at or near the Vortex-free 
regime. In this case, correction of three-dimensional 
aerodynamic effects will have little influence on the 
flutter speed. 

It should also be noted that vortex-free flutter in- 
volves only perfect fluid theory and does not introduce 
the action of viscosity since no circulation is produced. 
This is probably a contributing factor to the remark- 
able cxperimentnl verificatibn of the theory which has 
been frcrluently observed. It may well be that the 
substitution of experimental aerodynamic coefficients 
measured on oscillating models can lead to less reliable 
predict&s of flutter in certain cases. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(tj) The designer should attempt to locate the nodal 
line as far from the three-quarter chord as is practic- 

Llblc. 

(c’, .\ lialitill): wsc’ trl Aullcr witlioul vorticily niay 
CJL’~llr. ‘1‘hi.S Iil;l)’ XWw~ for tllk! slildl t!lrCCl hat f@- 

pcct ratio corrections have had on Autter in ma-, _ 
, . . . - 

--” 
- - 

‘l‘he importance of the theoretical aerodynamic ; 

to design the wing so that the nodal lint is :IS far from coc1licient.s shoultl be emphasized, since it is entirely 

the three-quarter chord as is practicable at ~11 sp;lnwise pussiblc .thnt in certain types of flutter they may lead 

stations of the wing. to nlorc rcliablc prctlictions of the flutter speed than 

During the early slagcs of &sign, the notl~~l line and - the csp~rimciit,~l coctlicients. 

the effect of various design changes oil its lc~cation can . 
be determined analytically. KLIFER~C.TCI~ 

Another important consequence of the present point 
of view is the tendency of vortex-free flutter to bc intle- 

* Theutlorsen, T., Gmer~11 Thwry of Acrodynurrlic I&&lily 
trt1J Ilrr. .lfc~~~/tdni.it~r r!f Flrrll~~r , yA.C.A. T.R. No. -190, 1!)40. 

----- -... --_^_-.--_._ ..___ ._ _ _..-. ..-.____- . .-_-_. 
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